
G ame manufacturers Innovative Concepts in
Entertainment (ICE) and Play Mechanix have collabo-
rated again on one of the most recognizable licenses in

the world, creating an accessible yet exciting video redemption
game based on one of the most legendary board games,
Monopoly.

“Monopoly without a doubt is one of those titles that peo-
ple from all generations and cultures recognize and relate to.
Both the license and the game are timeless and beyond popu-
lar,” enthused Joe Coppola, VP of Sales for ICE, the Buffalo,
New York-based manufacturer. 

Monopoly is the best-selling board game of all time, and can
be found in 111 countries and 43 languages worldwide. Dating
back to the early 1900s, Monopoly has been a mainstay in homes
throughout the world with its timeless game play. Since 1935,
more than one billion people have played the game. 

ICE Releases Video Redemption Version of
Iconic Monopoly Board Game 

“The Play
Mechanix team has

once again done an out-
standing job taking a univer-

sally popular board game and con-
verting it to an amazing coin-op game

with such intuitive and engaging game play
all while staying true to the Monopoly roots.” said Coppola. The
Monopoly video redemption game features a vibrant 42” LCD
monitor, custom LED lit seat, and a durable back printed acrylic
marquee. This iconic game shouls attract players from all over. 

Designed for players of all ages and skill levels, Monopoly’s
game play is straightforward. Choose your favorite piece, and

marketon the

Left, young gamers Lindsey and Kaylie Hirsch enjoy ICE’s Monopoly
at the Dave & Buster’s in Buffalo, N.Y., during the shooting of the com-
pany’s YouTube video promoting the game. Above, the game on loca-
tion at Frankie’s in Greenville, South Carolina.
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spin the dial to skillfully roll the dice to
move your piece around the board. Collect
hotels, Monopoly Bonuses, Boardwalk
Bonus, and other exciting in-game fea-
tures. Players can choose to continue up to
two times to keep their hotels and maxi-

mize their winnings.
Monopoly utilizes a vibrant 42” LCD

monitor, custom LED lighted seat, and a
durable back printed acrylic marquee. ICE
has also produced a short promotional
video on the factory’s YouTube page:

YouTube.com/icegamevideo.
Monopoly is available and rolling out of

the ICE factory now. To learn more, call
the factory at 716/759-0370, visit
ICEGame.com or check them out on
Facebook@ICECOINOP.
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[Editor’s note: As issues surrounding
skill-based game play, we posed a few
timely questions to ICE VP Joe Coppola
on the factory’s endeavor to address the
issue several years ago with their Cut
the Rope merchandiser.]

Tell us about your experience with
Cut the Rope as a 100% skill game?
Are there more such games on the
horizon?

Cut the Rope has been a great prod-
uct for us, and more importantly a great
product for the industry as a whole. Our
development team did a great job mak-
ing a 100% skill game that is fun to play
and still gives the players the ability to
win some higher end prizes. Each col-
ored target is a different size, and that
size corresponds to a value range for the
prizes. We brought in hundreds and hun-
dreds of game testers, and we did signifi-
cant focus group testing to carefully ana-
lyze how many attempts it would take to
land in each target and then watched
how the players progressively got better
with more plays and practice. This obvi-
ously took significant time and
resources, but we felt the industry really
needed this type of product, especially at
this time. Cut the Rope has really per-

formed and met or
exceeded most oper-
ator expectations. We
are looking to devel-
op more skill mer-
chandisers in the
future as well.

How do you
advise operators
when it comes to
offering high-value
prizes?

With Cut the Rope we recommend a
range of prize values to help the operator
develop a merchandising structure that
fits their comfort level. We know there
are some companies who will be at
opposite ends of the spectrum and that’s
fine, whatever works for them. Offering
high-value prizes is a great attraction, but
it draws a lot of attention and players
may feel slighted if they feel they cannot
win. Luckily with Cut the Rope, every
player has the ability to win any prize, at
any time, depending on skill, of course.

We have seen the game perform very
well with a wide range of prizes and prize
values, typically anywhere from $10 to
$250 seems to be a good range and
attractive to the player, but also manage-

able for the operator.

Where do you see this
issue going, and how do
you think it will change
both game development
and the way operators
provide redemption and
merchandise games?

The issue is very real,
but honestly it’s not a new
issue for us. Developing
games with an element of

skill or predominant skill factor has
always been a serious consideration for
us. Most of the sports and redemption
games we have developed in the last 30
years have been games of skill. From
our alley rollers like Iceball and 3 Across
to our basketball and football sports
games, to our most recent Milk Jug
Toss, all of these games are skill based.
Then you take many of our classic
redemption games like Cyclone,
Treasure Quest and Hammerhead, and
again, all of them were proven skill
games. It always has been and always
will be a serious consideration in our
development process.

ICE’s Focus on Skill Games

ICE VP Joe Coppola
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